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Previous theoretical work has shown that a single-layer neural network
can implement the optimal decision process for simple, two-alternative
forced-choice (2AFC) tasks. However, it is likely that the mammalian
brain comprises multilayer networks, raising the question of whether
and how optimal performance can be approximated in such an architec-
ture. Here, we present theoretical work suggesting that the noradrenergic
nucleus locus coeruleus (LC) may help optimize 2AFC decision making in
the brain. This is based on the observations that neurons of the LC selec-
tively fire following the presentation of salient stimuli in decision tasks
and that the corresponding release of norepinephrine can transiently in-
crease the responsivity, or gain, of cortical processing units. We describe
computational simulations that investigate the role of such gain changes
in optimizing performance of 2AFC decision making. In the tasks we
model, no prior cueing or knowledge of stimulus onset time is assumed.

Performance is assessed in terms of the rate of correct responses over
time (the reward rate). We first present the results of a single-layer model
that accumulates (integrates) sensory input and implements the decision
process as a threshold crossing. Gain transients, representing the modu-
latory effect of the LC, are driven by separate threshold crossings in this
layer. We optimize over all free parameters to determine the maximum
reward rate achievable by this model and compare it to the maximum
reward rate when gain is held fixed. We find that the dynamic gain mech-
anism yields no improvement in reward for this single-layer model.

We then examine a two-layer model, in which competing sensory ac-
cumulators in the first layer (capable of implementing the task relevant
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decision) pass activity to response accumulators in a second layer. Again,
we compare a version in which threshold crossing in the first (decision)
layer elicits an LC response (and a concomitant increase in gain) with a
fixed-gain version of the model. Here, we find that gain transients model-
ing the LC phasic response yield an improvement in reward rate of 12%
to 24%. Furthermore, we show that the timing characteristics of these
gain transients agree with observations concerning LC firing patterns
reported in recent experimental studies. This provides converging ev-
idence for the hypothesis that the LC optimizes processes underlying
2AFC decision making in multilayer networks.

1 Introduction and Background

1.1 Implementation of Optimal Decision Making in Neural Networks.
Research in cognitive neuroscience has begun to characterize the neural
mechanisms underlying decision making in simple, two-alternative, forced-
choice (2AFC) tasks (e.g., Schall & Thompson, 1996, 1999; Gold & Shadlen,
2002; Hanes & Schall, 1996; Shadlen & Newsome, 2001). This work has pro-
duced evidence that both the dynamics of neural activity and behavioral
performance in such tasks can be described accurately by a simple mathe-
matical model, often referred to as the drift diffusion model (DDM; Gold &
Shadlen, 2002; Schall & Thompson, 1999; Ratcliff, Thapar, & McKoon, 2003).
The DDM describes decision processes in terms of simple accumulators that
integrate signals favoring each of the two choices and respond when the
difference between these exceeds a threshold value (cf. Stone, 1960; Laming,
1968; Ratcliff, 1978; Smith & Ratcliff, 2004). Under certain constraints, the
DDM can be shown to implement a continuous version of the sequential
probability ratio test (SPRT), which is known to be the optimal algorithm for
2AFC decision making (Laming, 1968; Wald, 1947; Lehmann, 1959; Stone,
1960). Furthermore, recent analyses have shown that the DDM represents a
good approximation of single-layer neural network models that accurately
simulate performance in 2AFC tasks (Bogacz, Brown, Moehlis, Holmes, &
Cohen, 2006; Usher & McClelland, 2001). Typically, these networks com-
prise sets of competing units, each of which accumulates evidence in favor
of a particular alternative and the competition among which implements
the decision process.

From the foregoing observations, it can be inferred that single-layer
neural networks are optimal for 2AFC decision processing. At the same
time, it is evident that such mechanisms are embedded in larger networks
in the brain. The simplest reason for this is that the same integrated sensory
information must be able to be flexibly translated into different responses
(e.g., finger movement or articulatory codes) in different tasks (Schall, 2003).
Moreover, behavioral and physiological evidence (Schall, 2003; Reddi, 2001)
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suggests that at least two stages of processing contribute significantly to
variability in response times.

This presents a challenge for optimal performance. On the one hand, as
we have noted a single-layer network implements the optimal decision pro-
cess. On the other hand, the layer implementing this process for a given task
may be at least one layer removed from the response mechanism. It would
be inefficient if a decision unit in the layer integrating information relevant
to the current task crossed threshold, but then had to drive subsequent
accumulator processes—which introduce additional noise and require ad-
ditional integration time—before a behavioral response can be elicited. In
other words, there is a fundamental trade-off between the complexity of a
multilayer system that can support a wide range of decision processes (and
the flexibility of behavior that this affords) and the efficiency of a simpler,
single-layer system (i.e., the optimality of function that this affords).

The inefficiency of multilayer processing can be ameliorated if, at the
time a unit in the task-relevant decision layer crosses threshold, a signal
is issued ensuring that this information rapidly and directly influences
the behavioral response. Recent evidence suggests that phasic release of
norepinephrine from the locus coeruleus following the decision may serve
this function.

1.2 The Locus Coeruleus. Neurons of the nucleus locus coeruleus (LC)
selectively fire following the presentation of salient stimuli in decision tasks
(Usher, Cohen, Servan-Schreiber, Rajkowski, & Aston-Jones, 1999; Aston-
Jones, Rajkowski, Kubiak, & Alexinsky, 1994; Clayton, Rajkowski, Cohen,
& Aston-Jones, 2004). This produces widespread release of norepinephrine
throughout the neocortex, which is thought to potentiate the response of
target neurons to their current input (Waterhouse, Moises, & Woodward,
1998). Thus, the LC can provide transient facilitation in processing through-
out the cortex, time-locked to the presence of behaviorally salient informa-
tion. This facilitation has been modeled as a change in the gain of processing
units representing populations of neurons involved in the decision-making
task (Servan-Schreiber, Printz, & Cohen, 1990; Usher et al., 1999; Gilzen-
rat, Holmes, Rajkowski, Aston-Jones, & Cohen, 2002; Usher & Davelaar,
2002). Simulation studies based on this model have shown that transient
increases in gain locked to the decision process in a simple signal detection
task can reduce error rates without increasing reaction time, thus effecting
an improvement in behavioral performance, and not merely a shift in the
speed-accuracy trade-off (Usher et al., 1999; Gilzenrat, Holmes, Rajkowski,
Aston-Jones, & Cohen, 2002; Usher & Davelaar, 2002). This corresponds
to the empirical observation that phasic LC responses are associated with
epochs of maximal performance (Aston-Jones et al., 1994). These findings
suggest that the LC may play an important role in optimizing process-
ing. However, previous simulation studies have parameterized models to
fit empirical data and have not systematically examined the question of
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whether there is a principled benefit of dynamic adjustments in gain for
optimizing performance, as compared to an optimized fixed value of gain.
To answer this question, it is necessary to compare the best possible levels
of performance across a class of dynamic versus fixed-gain mechanisms
and over a sufficiently wide range of free parameters. This is the approach
we take here.

In accord with previous work addressing optimal performance in 2AFC
decision tasks (Gold & Shadlen, 2002; Bogacz et al., 2006), we use reward
rate as our metric of task performance, that is, the average amount of reward
obtained per unit time. Note that reward rate is a function of both speed
and accuracy.

As discussed above, previous studies of 2AFC decision tasks (Smith &
Ratcliff, 2004; Stone, 1960) have shown that under certain constraints, the
DDM corresponds to a continuous version of the SPRT (the optimal decision
algorithm) and that this can be implemented in a simple single-layer neu-
ral network. The constraints require that the timing of stimuli is perfectly
known to the model and that stimuli remain constant in strength when
presented. These results have been extended to show that given the same
constraints of perfect knowledge of stimulus timing, but allowing varying
stimulus strength (i.e., waxing and waning perceptual salience during the
course of a decision trial), the same network can recover optimal perfor-
mance if its gain is dynamically regulated by an LC-like mechanism (Brown
et al., 2005). However, for the case in which the timing of task stimuli is un-
known (i.e., there is no cue or obvious perceptual change that precedes or
accompanies the appearance of the stimuli), it is no longer possible to apply
the SPRT, and an entirely new analysis is required. Here, we consider this
more general case.

Our first studies implement the same single-layer mutually inhibitory
network studied in Bogacz et al. (2006), Usher and McClelland (2001),
Brown and Holmes (2001), and Brown et al. (2005). We compare the per-
formance of this model with two gain mechanisms. The first is a fixed gain
mechanism in which a constant value of gain is used throughout the course
of each decision trial and across trials. This implementation provides our
control condition. The second is a dynamic gain mechanism intended to
simulate the effects of the LC, in which a stepped change in gain may occur
within a decision trial. We assume that this gain transient is triggered by
the accumulation of sensory inputs past some critical value. We separately
optimize parameters for the fixed gain and dynamic gain models, to com-
pare the advantage in reward rate, if any, afforded by an LC-like transient
gain mechanism operating within a single decision layer.

The single-layer model makes contact with optimal architectures investi-
gated in Brown et al. (2005) and Bogacz et al. (2006). However, as discussed
above, decision mechanisms relevant to a particular task are almost cer-
tainly embedded in a more complex processing architecture within real
brains. This raises the question of how dynamic adjustments of gain may
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affect the performance of networks composed of more than a single pro-
cessing layer.

To address this question, we also study the simplest case of a multilayer
system: a two-layer model. In this model, the first layer implements the
same decision-making mechanisms as the single-layer model. However,
the output of this layer then feeds to a second, response layer that simulates
the behavioral response. We assume that processing occurs on roughly
similar timescales in both layers, an important point revisited in section 5.
As before, we either restrict this model to have fixed gain independently
set for each layer or allow gain to vary simultaneously across both layers,
in this case driven by the decision-making process in the first layer. We
again separately optimize the parameters of each model implementation to
determine the maximum reward rate achievable with fixed versus dynamic
gain.

An optimized decision model equipped with LC-mediated gain tran-
sients will clearly perform no worse than an optimized model for which
gain values are held fixed (since, in the limit, a dynamic gain model can
be parameterized so that changes in gain never occur). However, it is not
immediately apparent that a dynamic gain model will perform any better,
at least as implemented by the LC. There are several reasons for this. One
is that changes in gain via the LC are subject to latencies (e.g., conduction
time, delay in neuromodulatory effects at target sites). For example, it has
been shown (Waterhouse et al., 1998) that potentiation of cortical neurons to
sensory inputs follows stimulation of the LC by more than 100 ms, reaching
a plateau of maximum effect at 200 to 300 ms. In order to similarly constrain
our model, we employ a fixed delay in gain effects of 150 ms. This delay,
together with the latency from stimulus onset to onset of the gain transient,
means that gain changes occur appreciably after the presentation of stimuli,
possibly minimizing their benefit.

A further issue along these lines arises from our assumption that there
is no separate information about the timing of stimulus onsets, so that gain
transients must be driven by the accumulation of task inputs on a trial-to-
trial basis. Even if a dynamic gain mechanism provides significant benefits
in performance when appropriately triggered, gain transients elicited in-
appropriately (e.g., due to noise) may lead to erroneous responding that
negates the benefits derived from gain transients on correct trials. These
issues raise a more general problem of circularity in determining when to
initiate a transient increase in gain: Is the amount of information that must
be integrated to determine that a change in gain is warranted already suffi-
cient to make a decision about the identity of the stimulus itself, obviating
the need for an increase in gain? That is, is the decision-making process suf-
ficiently unresolved at the time the gain transient is triggered that, given its
inherent latencies, there is still time for a gain change to produce facilitative
effects on performance? We consider this problem in the light of our results
in section 5.
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We find the following answers to the questions just introduced. In
single-layer systems, dynamic adjustments in gain do not enhance reward
rate beyond the best values achievable with fixed gain values. For two-layer
decision models, however, LC-mediated gain transients yield moderate
performance enhancements relative to their fixed gain counterparts.
Section 2 introduces the decision models and the performance measure of
reward rate. In section 3 we describe the method, central to the analysis,
of comparing optimal performance of models that used fixed versus
dynamic gain mechanisms. In section 4, we present the results of numerical
reward rate optimization for the single- and two-layer models. Finally, the
appendixes show that our main results persist under several modifications
to the decision model and describe mathematical details.

2 Models and Reductions

2.1 The Single-Layer Model. The first decision model we investigate,
as shown in Figure 1, consists of a pair of mutually inhibitory neural units,
each of which is meant to represent a population of neurons involved in the
decision-making task.1 Each unit receives input corresponding to the level
of sensory evidence for one of the two response alternatives. The activity
of the two units evolves according to rate equations of the general form
derived in Wilson and Cowan (1972) and widely applied and analyzed (e.g.,
in Hopfield, 1984; Abbott, 1991; Gerstner & Kistler, 2002). This model is
a variant of the competing leaky accumulator model introduced by Usher
and McClelland (2001) and further studied in Brown and Holmes (2001)
and Bogacz et al. (2006). The firing rates y1 and y2 of the two decision units
evolve according to

τ
dy1

dt
= −y1 + fgy(t) (−βy2 + ka1(t)) + gy(t)

kc
√

τ√
2

η1(t) , (2.1)

τ
dy2

dt
= −y2 + fgy(t) (−βy1 + ka2(t)) + gy(t)

kc
√

τ√
2

η2(t) . (2.2)

Here, the parameter β sets the strength of mutual inhibition between the
units, which scales with the firing rate of the opposing unit. Sensory in-
puts corresponding to alternatives 1 and 2 are represented by ka1(t) and
ka2(t), where k is a factor scaling these inputs. To model alternative 1, we
take a1(t) ≥ a2(t), and vice versa for alternative 2. These inputs, as well

1Each unit is described by an activity, which represents the instantaneous firing rate
of the corresponding population. See Machens, Romo, and Brody (2005) and Wong and
Wang (2006) for comparisons between the dynamics of spiking neural populations and
dynamics on the simpler level of interacting units.
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Figure 1: Single-layer models of the decision task. We study the difference in
firing rates y1 and y2, reducing the system to motion on a line (right). (A) The
fixed gain case, in which gain is held constant throughout the trial. (B) The
dynamic gain case. Gain is held at a fixed value until y(t) crosses a gain threshold
±hg , at which time gain is increased to some new optimized value (after a fixed
delay). In both cases, when |y| exceeds h, a response is made. Note that although
the gain threshold is shown within the bounds of the response threshold, the
model was not constrained to this arrangement.

as incoming mutual inhibition, enter as arguments to the sigmoidal activa-
tion (or frequency-current) function fg(t)(·). The subscript in fg(t)(·) indicates
dependence on the time-varying gain, or sensitivity, g(t) of the activation
function. Specifically, the gain determines the maximum slope, as for the
common choice fg(t)(x) = 1/2 [1 + tanh (2g(t)(x − b))].
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Fluctuations in the inputs are represented by independent white noise
processes η1(t) and η2(t) (of unit variance). The noise strength c sets the
amplitude of these noise terms, along with the scale factor k. We assume
that the strength of firing rate fluctuations in response to noise in inputs
scales with g(t) (i.e., with the maximal sensitivity of firing rates to the
deterministic component of the input).

We next make our first simplifying assumption: that the inputs to
fg(t)(·) remain in a range where this function may be approximated by its
linearization, fg(t)(x) ≈ 1/2 + g(t)(x − b). Thus, we assume our network
to be biased such that the model units operate within the linear range
(i.e., the most responsive portion) of their activation functions during
the decision task (Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990). We note that
the equivalence of such two-unit firing rate models to the optimal SPRT
algorithm (see section 1) has been demonstrated only for such linearized
networks (Bogacz et al., 2006; cf. Brown et al., 2005).

Next, we define the firing rate difference y = y1 − y2 (corresponding to
the decision variable in the DDM), as well as the stimulus salience a =
a1 − a2 (corresponding to the drift rate in the DDM). We then study the
(linearized) model involving only these differences:

τ
dy
dt

= −y + gyβy + gyka + gykc
√

τη(t). (2.3)

This equation is obtained by subtracting equations 2.1 and 2.2, using the
above linearized activation function. Here, η(t) is again a unit variance white
noise process. Further, k a sets the level of input associated with sensory
“evidence” of task stimuli, with positive values favoring alternative 1 and
negative values alternative 2. Finally, we take initial conditions y(0) = 0
at the beginning of the trial, effectively assuming that firing rates have
returned to baseline by that time.

In adopting the reduced model, equation 2.3, from this point forward,
we make our second simplifying assumption: that decisions are determined
entirely by the relative (i.e., subtracted) firing rates of the two units. Besides
making the optimization problems we undertake below more tractable, this
simplifying choice has empirical grounding. First, neuroimaging studies of
perceptual decision making in human striate and extrastriate visual cortex
(e.g., Simoncelli & Heeger, 1998; Heeger, Boynton, Demb, Seidemann, &
Newsome, 1999) suggest that differences in the activity of competing neural
populations are critical in driving decision behaviors. Furthermore, drift-
diffusion models of two-alternative choice tasks have demonstrated that
processes diffusing in a single dimension (representing the difference in
evidence accumulated for one versus the other alternative) capture response
time distributions and accuracy rates in these tasks (Ratcliff, Van Zandt,
& McKoon, 1999; Smith & Ratcliff, 2004). Finally, we note that previous
modeling studies show that the difference variable y alone characterizes the
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original two-dimensional model if solutions collapse to a one-dimensional
“decision manifold” (Usher & McClelland, 2001; Brown & Holmes, 2001;
Bogacz et al., 2006; Brown et al., 2005), although these results would need
to be extended to apply to the dynamic gain models studied here.

For the transient gain case, we make the additional assumption that gy

undergoes a stepped change at a delay tNE = 150 ms following the time
Tg at which y first crosses one of the gain thresholds ±hg . Specifically, we
assume that the gain values jump from g pre

y to g post
y at the time Tg + τNE .

This mechanism for adjusting gain generalizes the approach of Usher et al.
(1999), Gilzenrat et al. (2002), and Usher and Davelaar (2002) from target
identification tasks (in which gain transients are driven only by the firing
rate of the unit responsive to target stimuli) to the two-alternative forced-
choice task (in which gain transients may be driven by the unit responsive
to either of the two possible stimuli). Nevertheless, in modeling changes
in gain via a delayed step function rather than a curvilinear trajectory as
in Usher et al. (1999), Gilzenrat et al. (2002), and Brown et al. (2005), we
simplify the optimization problem. Finally, we assume that norepinephrine
levels have decayed to their baseline levels at the time each trial begins, so
that gy = g pre

y .
Response thresholds are placed at ±h. Specifically, a response corre-

sponding to alternative 1 (i.e., y1 > y2) is made if y(t) first crosses the
threshold at +h, and likewise for alternative 2 and −h. We call the first
time at which either of these thresholds is crossed the response time, T .
The sequence of events leading to a response is illustrated schematically in
Figure 2.

To determine optimal performance of the models under different archi-
tectures and assumptions about the time dependence of gain, we will allow
the gain gy and thresholds h, and hg to vary freely, as specified in greater
detail below. We can eliminate parameters β and k in equation 2.3 (i.e., set
them to one) since compensatory values for these parameters can be found
for any values of gy, h, and hg ; that is, setting these values equal to one
has no effect on the result of the optimization problem that we solve (see
appendix B). This yields the simplified system,

τ
dy
dt

= −y + gy y + gya + gyc
√

τη(t), (2.4)

that we will use from this point forward.

2.2 The Two-Layer Decision Model. In this model we add an additional
response layer, the activity of which simulates the behavioral response (see
Figure 3), rather than having responses determined by the same layer that
integrates sensory inputs (as for the single-layer model). This second layer
receives inputs from the first layer as well as independent perturbations
from noise. The dynamics of the response layer, including mutual inhibition,
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time

td
Response-

stimulus 
interval (RSI)

previous
behav.
response

stim.
presented

Tg
tNE

gain
step

T

behav.
response

td
next RSI …

t=0

thresh.       
hg crossed

thresh. h
crossed

Figure 2: Schematic of events leading to a response. Following a behavioral
response on the “previous” trial, model time t is reset to t = 0, initial condition
y(0) = 0 is applied, and firing rates begin evolving under equations 2.4 or 2.9
and 2.10. The stimulus is presented following a (randomly distributed) time td

(response-stimulus interval, RSI). For dynamic gain models, the gain undergoes
a stepped change at a delay tNE after the firing rate difference y first crosses one
of the gain thresholds ±hg . Finally, the behavioral response is made at time T,

when the decision variable crosses threshold ±h. Although the ordering of td ,
Tg , and T displayed here is typical, it is not enforced: for example, on some
trials, gain threshold crossings at Tg could occur before stimulus presentations
at td .

are similar to those of the first layer:

τ
dz1

dt
=−z1 + fgz(t) (−βz2 + wy1(t)) + gz(t)

kc
√

τ√
2

η3(t), (2.5)

τ
dz2

dt
=−z2 + fgy(t) (−βz1 + wy2(t)) + gz(t)

kc
√

τ√
2

η4(t). (2.6)

Here, the weight w scales the connection between the layers. The similar
structure of the equations describing each layer is an important modeling
assumption whose consequences we will revisit in section 5.

As in the one-layer case, we next define the firing rate difference z =
z1 − z2 and study the linearized model:

τ
dz
dt

= −z + gzβz + wgz y + gzkc
√

τη1(t) (2.7)

τ
dy
dt

= −y + gyβy + gyka + gykc
√

τη2(t). (2.8)

Also as above, a stepped change in gain occurs at a delay τNE following the
first time that y crosses one of the thresholds ±hg . At this time, gain changes
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y1
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y(t) = y (t) - y (t) 1 2

z(t) = z (t) - z (t) 1 2

a(t) = a (t) - a (t) 1 2
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Inhibitory
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a1(t)

z1

g

y1

a2(t)
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y(t) = y (t) - y (t) 1 2

z(t) = z (t) - z (t) 1 2

a(t) = a (t) - a (t) 1 2

B.  DYNAMIC GAIN MODEL

A.  FIXED GAIN MODEL

response when cross

gain change when cross

w w

w w

Figure 3: Two-layer models of the decision task, which include a second re-
sponse layer. (Left) Network representation. (Right) Reduction to difference
variables. (A) The fixed gain case, where gain is held constant throughout the
trial. (B) The dynamic gain case, in which stepped changes in gain are triggered
a fixed delay after y(t) crosses “gain thresholds” ±hg . In both cases, when |z|
exceeds h, a response is made.

from g pre
y to g post

y in the first layer and from g pre
z to g post

z in the second layer.
Responses are based on activity in the second layer: if z(t) first crosses the
threshold at +h, a response in favor of alternative 1 is made, and likewise
for −h and alternative 2.

As above, the gain and threshold parameters are freely varied to optimize
the performance of the two-layer model for fixed values of the remaining
parameters. The values of the β and k parameters were again set equal
to one: as for the one-layer case, the optimal performance of the two-layer
model is independent of the values of these parameters, since the remaining
parameters of the model can be rescaled to compensate (see appendix B).
However, for the two-layer model, the ratio of β and w does affect optimal
performance. We chose w = 1 for simplicity, thereby setting the strength of
connections between all units in the model to be identical (see appendix B).
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Hence, we have the simplified model,

τ
dz
dt

= −z + gzz + gz y + gzc
√

τη1(t) (2.9)

τ
dy
dt

= −y + gy y + gya + gyc
√

τη2(t), (2.10)

which we use from here on.

2.3 Task Setup and Reward Rate. We model a task in which the ob-
jective is to correctly identify which of two alternative stimuli have been
presented on each trial so as to maximize the reward rate (RR) (Gold &
Shadlen, 2002; Bogacz et al., 2006). We assume that all correct responses de-
liver equal reward and that incorrect responses result in no reward. There-
fore, the reward rate is the frequency with which correct responses are made
and is given by

RR = 1 − 〈ER〉
〈T〉 , (2.11)

where angled brackets denote averages over trials. ER is the error rate on
the decision task, so that the numerator is the average fraction of correct
responses in a run of trials. T is the response time of the model, measured
starting from the beginning of the trial (before the stimulus onset at the
random time td ). Hence, RR is the expected fraction of correct responses
divided by the average time elapsed for each response and has units of
1/time.

In defining RR as above, we must take into account (1) how premature
responses made in the period [0, td ] (that is, in the RSI between the previous
response and the presentation of the current stimulus) are scored as correct
versus incorrect and (2) what effect, if any, these responses will have on the
delay before presentation of the next stimulus. In deriving equation 2.11,
we adopt the following protocol, based on task designs in common use
(including in Clayton et al., 2004): all premature responses are counted as
errors, and the next trials are started immediately.

Stimulus presentations involve a step in stimulus strength a entering the
first layer from zero to a = +ā , corresponding to stimulus 1 (a1 > a2), or
to a = −ā (a2 > a21), corresponding to stimulus 2. These stepped changes
occur at randomized times td in each trial, and no other changes in stimulus
strength occur. We take td to be uniformly distributed between 1 and 3
seconds in accord with empirical studies (Clayton et al., 2004).

Simulations were also performed with other ranges of the stimulus pre-
sentation time td (including fixing td to take only a single value, nonetheless
assumed unknown to the decision maker) and other protocols for treating
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premature responses (such as simply ignoring any threshold crossing prior
to stimulus presentation time td , at which point responses are immediately
recorded if the firing rate difference |y| remains above threshold). These
variants had little qualitative impact on the results we report below com-
paring the fixed versus dynamic gain models.

2.4 The Standard Parameter Set. All parameters other than the ones
of interest (gain and threshold values) are held fixed as RR is optimized
for the various models. We refer to these values as the standard parameter
set. First, we set the time constant τ = 1 sec and the weight w = β, as
discussed above. We also take the signal-to-noise ratio ( ā√

τc )2 = 8 sec−1, a
value derived from maximum likelihood fits of reaction time distributions
from two-alternative choice task experiments in Bogacz et al. (2006) (in the
simulations, we use values ā = 2 and c = 1/

√
2, although any combination

of ā and c in the same proportion would give the same optimized RR
values; see appendix B). Finally, we take delays td between behavioral
response and presentation of the next stimulus (response stimulus interval;
RSI) to be uniformly distributed between 1 and 3 sec.

3 Optimization Procedure

3.1 Optimizing Decision Models with Fixed Versus Dynamic Gain
Mechanisms.

3.1.1 Single-Layer Model. For the one-layer dynamic gain model, the free
parameters are the gain values g pre

y and g post
y and the thresholds hg and

h. Thus, RR is a function of these parameters, via equation 2.4, and its
maximum value is given by

RR1 layer
dynamic = max RR

(
g pre

y , g post
y , hg, h

)
under equation 2.4. (3.1)

Next, we compare optimal RRs for the fixed and dynamic gain models
by maximizing RR under fixed gain and comparing this with the maximum
RR obtained with a dynamic gain mechanism, as described above. The free
parameters that remain are the gain value gconst

y and the response threshold
h, and we find:

RR1 layer
const = max RR

(
gconst

y , h
)

under equation 2.4. (3.2)

3.1.2 Two-Layer Model. For the two-layer dynamic gain model, there are
four free gain parameters (g pre

y , g pre
z , g post

y , g post
z ) and two thresholds (hg
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and h). The maximum reward rate is

RR2 layer
dynamic = max RR

(
g pre

y , g pre
z , g post

y , g post
z , h, hg

)

under equations 2.9 and 2.10. (3.3)

In the two-layer dynamic gain model, the gain transient affects both
layers. In the brain, the extent to which norepinephrine adjusts the gain
of a particular cortical population depends on the density and type of
norepinephrine receptors in that population (as well as, for example, con-
nectivity within and afferent inputs to that population) (Waterhouse et al.,
1998). In our model, however, we make the simplifying assumption that
the phasic LC impulse results in gain changes of the same magnitude in
both the first and second layers. That is, a delay tNE following the time
Tg at a gain threshold is crossed in the first layer, g pre

y → g pre
y + �g and

g pre
z → g pre

z + �g. This reduces by one the number of free parameters in
the optimization problem but does not affect the generality of the results
with regard to the eliminated parameters discussed in appendix B. The
maximum possible reward rate for the dynamic gain model becomes

RR2 layer
dynamic = max RR

(
g pre

y , g pre
z ,�g, h, hg

)

under equations 2.9 and 2.10. (3.4)

We found that the maximal RR values found for equation 3.4 and the
slightly more general equation 3.3 give the same optimal RRs within
approximately 2%, so we adopt the simpler case of equation 3.4 below.

For the two-layer fixed gain model, there are three free parameters,
gconst

y , gconst
z , and the response threshold h. The maximal RR found as these

parameters are optimized is thus defined as

RR2 layer
const = max RR

(
gconst

y , gconst
z , h, hg

)

under equations 2.9 and 2.10. (3.5)

3.2 Numerical Optimization. We employed the SUBPLEX optimiza-
tion procedure (Rowan, 1990) to optimize the free parameters in each
model, thereby determining the maximal achievable reward rates for each.
SUBPLEX is a variant of the Nedler and Mead (1965) simplex optimization
procedure adapted for noisy systems. Specifically, RR (see equation 2.11)
was evaluated for each set of parameters sampled by the algorithm by
Monte Carlo simulation of 200,000 trials of the appropriate model. The
standard deviation in RR for a typical evaluation with this number of trials
is 0.0003 sec−1. The optimization procedure was seeded with different sets
of randomly selected starting parameter values for each of the four model
cases.
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3.3 Range of Reward Rate Values. We compared the maximal RR
achieved by the optimization procedure for each model to theoretical
floor and ceiling (putatively optimal) reward rates achievable in the
two-alternative choice task described by our stimulus timing parameters
and signal-to-noise ratio. First, recall that when stimulus onset time (td
in our models) is known, the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT)
provides the optimal performance for a two-alternative choice task such
as the one studied here (Bogacz et al., 2006). Using the analytic formula
in Bogacz et al. (2006), we compute the reward rate achieved by the SPRT
as RRSP RT = 0.440 sec.−1.

As we described in section 1, the SPRT cannot be implemented for the
case in which stimulus onset time is unknown, as is the case here. We are
not aware of a statistical test that is known to be optimal in this setting.
However, the CUSUM algorithm has been shown to be optimal under
asymptotic limits of low error rates (i.e., large thresholds) and compares
favorably with other statistical tests under more general conditions (see
Chap. 5 of Basseville & Nikiforov, 1993). The “two-sided” version of this
algorithm (equation 2.2.24 of Basseville & Nikiforov, 1993) has separate
integrators for the detection of two different possible changes in input
(corresponding to the two stimulus alternatives in our task), and we adopt
this algorithm (using symmetric thresholds for each of the two integrators)
as the primary benchmark against which we evaluate our decision models.
With the stimulus detection threshold numerically optimized to maximize
reward rate for the stimulus timing and signal-to-noise ratios used in our
simulations, the CUSUM algorithm gives RRCUSUM = 0.344 sec−1. We take
RRCUSU M to be the ceiling value RRceil of the reward rate achievable in the
task we model.

To calculate the lower-bound RR f loor of reward rate achievable in our
task, we consider the RR achieved by chance guessing. We assume a decision
maker who randomly chooses alternative 1 or 2 without regard to actual
stimulus identity or onset, at a time uniformly chosen from 0 to 3 seconds
(the maximal time of stimulus onset for our task). Since stimuli never appear
prior to 1 sec posttrial onset, a third of these responses will be anticipatory
by definition and thus regarded as errors. The remaining two-thirds of
responses will fall in the 1 to 3 second interval, but will also be anticipatory
50% of the time, and thus erroneous. The remaining responses will be
elicited poststimulus and will be correct 50% of the time. Thus, our rate
of correct responding is given by 1 − ER = 1

3 ∗ 0 + 2
3 ∗ 1

2 ∗ 1
2 = 1

6 . The mean
elapsed time between responses using this strategy is 3

2 sec. Dividing these
quantities as per equation 2.11 yields RR f loor ≈ 0.111 sec−1.

Given these observations, we define the range of reward rate achievable
in our task as [RR f loor , RRceil ] = [.111, .344] sec−1 for the standard parameter
set. Below, we consider what proportion of this dynamic range of reward
rate is achieved by each of our models, providing a relative measure of each
model’s approach to optimality.
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Figure 4: Summary of results for reward rate (RR) optimization. For the two-
layer model, the optimization problem with dynamic gain gives higher reward
rate than its fixed gain counterpart of equation 3.5. However, the optimization
problems for the single-layer model yield similar reward rates for both the
fixed gain and dynamic gain implementations. Reward rates are presented as
percentages within the RR dynamic range [RR f loor , RRceil ] (see section 3.3) along
the right side axis. All results are for the standard parameter set of section 2.4.

We note that our derivation of these bounds is intended to provide an
intuitive framing of the reward rates that our models achieve relative to
some theoretically motivated limits. In particular, our calculation of a lower
bound for achievable reward rate assumes an agent that is motivated to
perform but agnostic about stimulus onsets. Naturally, an agent with an
arbitrarily high threshold (i.e., not engaged in the task at all) will achieve a
reward rate of zero by simply never responding. Our choices are motivated
by framing our models’ performance within bounds that put in context the
impact of either a fixed or dynamic gain mechanism on task performance.

4 Main Results

Here we report our results from optimizing model parameters to achieve
maximal reward rate for the one- and two-layer models, with the fixed
versus dynamic gain mechanisms applied to each.

4.1 Optimal Reward Rates. Our main results are the maximal re-
ward rates attained when each model’s parameters were independently
optimized. These are presented graphically in Figure 4, which shows the
maximal RR achieved by each model, along with the proportion of range of
reward (see section 3.3) that the model was able to capture. The one-layer
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fixed gain model achieved a maximal reward rate of RR1 layer
const = 0.337 sec−1,

whereas the one-layer dynamic gain model reached a maximum of
RR1 layer

dynamic = 0.339 sec−1: a negligible difference. Therefore, our model of
LC-mediated dynamic gain has no meaningful effect on performance for
a one-layer decision mechanism. Nevertheless, note that both of these RR
values are 97% to 98% of the RR range, indicating that a single-layer model
(with or without dynamic gain) closely approximates the performance of
the CUSUM algorithm.

The situation for the two-layer model is quite different. For fixed gain,
this model achieved a maximal value of RR2 layer

const = 0.267 sec−1, equivalent to
67.0% of the theoretical range of reward rate. With dynamic gain, however,
the two-layer model achieved RR2 layer

dynamic = 0.299 sec−1, equivalent to 80.7%
of this range.

To summarize, the fixed and dynamic gain implementations of the single-
layer model attained equivalent reward rates when optimized, and this
value was higher than either of the two-layer model implementations. By
contrast, using dynamic gain in the two-layer system recovered approxi-
mately an additional 14% of the available reward, relative to the fixed gain
model. We discuss implications of these results below, but first examine
them in greater detail.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of reward rates achieved by the two-layer,
fixed, and dynamic gain models before and after optimization. From the
insets in this figure, it can be seen that the SUBPLEX algorithm converged to
slightly different RR values each time it was run (for the two-layer dynamic
gain model, but not for the fixed gain model, there was a small minority of
runs for which the algorithm did not converge; these runs are excluded).
Nevertheless, this figure illustrates that the optimization algorithm gen-
erally arrived at consistent optimized reward rates regardless of starting
parameter set.

Some of the optimized parameters leading to these RR values are shown
in Figure 6A for the two-layer, dynamic gain model. Note that there is
a family of different parameters that give similar RR values. Within this
family, values of the first-layer gain threshold hg increase with the gain g pre

y ,
almost lying along a single curve. This may be understood as preserving
the extent of evidence in favor of one or the other hypothesis necessary to
trigger an LC-induced gain transient, as values of |y| in equation 2.10 will
rise to greater values for larger g pre

y . Figure 6B gives analogous results for the
fixed gain case, showing that optimized second-layer response thresholds
h increase with gconst

z , falling along a similar curve. This suggests that at
optimal performance, gain thresholds in the first layer of dynamic gain
models play a similar role to response thresholds in the second layer of
fixed gain models. This property will be further illustrated in Figure 7A.

4.2 Behavioral Predictions. We now describe the behavioral statistics
that characterize the two-layer model when it is optimized to produce
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Figure 5: White bars: Histogram of reward rates for randomly chosen, nonop-
timized parameter values. Filled bars: Histogram of reward rates found using
the SUBPLEX optimization algorithm on different runs, each starting from one
of the nonoptimized parameter sets. (Top) Results for the two-layer, dynamic
gain optimization problem of equation 3.4. (Bottom) For the two-layer, fixed
gain optimization problem of equation 3.5. Insets give a zoomed view of opti-
mized RR values with smaller histogram bin size (to illustrate the consistency
of optimization results). Maximal reward rate obtained for the dynamic gain
case is RRd = 0.299 sec−1 (right-most filled bar, top insert); maximum for fixed
gain is RRc = 0.267 sec−1 (right-most filled bar, bottom insert).

optimal RR values via dynamic gain. We use the parameter set giving the
best RR among all of those to which the SUBPLEX algorithm converged (cf.
Figure 6B): g pre

y = 0.873, g pre
z = 0.474, �g = 3.33, hg = 1.43, and h = 1.86.

Typical trajectories for the firing rate equations 2.9 and 2.10 with these
optimal parameters are shown in Figure 7A. Note that due to the relatively
large value of �g, equations 2.9 and 2.10 become strongly unstable following
the jump in gain (i.e., a delay tNE after the thresholds ±hg are crossed), and
the response variable z rapidly crosses threshold. Figure 7B displays the
response time distribution (stimulus-locked times T − td ) resulting from an
ensemble of such trials. Note that 2.0% of these were errors, while 16.8%
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Figure 7: (A) Typical trajectories at the decision (y) and response (z) layers in
the optimized two-layer decision model, equations 2.9–2.10, with dynamic gain.
(B) Corresponding distribution of reaction times, relative to stimulus presenta-
tion; negative values correspond to premature responses.

were premature responses (occurring prior to stimulus onset). This rate of
premature responses represents an extreme case, since the model assumed
no information about the time of stimulus onset. In practice, subjects often
have some information about stimulus timing or can rapidly detect this
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Figure 8: (A) Peri-event time histograms (PETHs) of LC firing rates compiled
across many experimental trials of the Eriksen flanker sensory discrimination
task. Note that the observed poststimulus transient increase in LC discharge is
more tightly correlated with behavioral responses than stimulus presentations.
(Data kindly provided by Ed Clayton and coauthors of Clayton et al., 2004).
(B) Distribution of LC phase response latencies for the optimized two-layer
model with dynamic gain. Histograms show times Tg when the LC fires simu-
lated phasic burst. B1 shows latencies relative to stimulus onset time td , and B2
relative to response time T .

from transients in stimulus energy (irrespective of identity). We will return
to this issue.

Finally, Figure 8B shows that the times Tg at which the thresholds ±hg

were crossed are more tightly correlated with behavioral response than with
stimulus onset times. This finding corresponds with the empirical observa-
tions made in Clayton et al. (2004) that LC phasic responses correlate more
closely with the time of behavioral response than stimulus onset for mon-
keys performing a two-alternative forced-choice task (Clayton et al., 2004)
(see Figure 8A). However, we emphasize that in this study, no knowledge
of the time at which stimulus salience develops is assumed, while such
information could presumably be implicitly derived in the experiments of
Clayton et al. from the sudden onset of the task cues themselves. Thus, the
model should not be viewed as directly addressing the specific conditions
of their task. Rather, it should be viewed as examining a limiting condition
under which transients in gain mediated by the LC phasic response can
have as impact on performance. Finally, we note that response locking of
LC responses has also been seen in rodent odor conditioning tasks (Bouret
& Sara, 2004, 2005).
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5 Discussion

The findings we have reported indicate that dynamic gain modulation,
thought to be mediated by NE release from the locus coeruleus (LC), can
help optimize performance on simulated sensory discrimination tasks, even
when no knowledge of stimulus timing is assumed.The first model we con-
sidered had a single layer that both integrated differential evidence support-
ing one of two stimulus identities and elicited a decision when a response
threshold was crossed. Gain transients served to accelerate trajectories to-
ward the response threshold when sufficient evidence had accumulated
(i.e., a gain threshold was crossed). We observed that optimizing the param-
eters of this model did not result in improved performance relative to a simi-
lar single-layer model with fixed gain (see Figure 4). Presumably this reflects
the fact that in a single-layer model, the same units are responsible for inte-
grating stimulus information and signaling a response. Thus, it appears that
once sufficient evidence has accumulated to detect the presence of a stimu-
lus (and hence trigger a transient increase in gain), there is also sufficient ev-
idence to identify the stimulus and signal a response.It is interesting to note
in this context that changes in gain in a single-layer model are closely related
to, and under certain conditions can be equivalent to, changes in response
threshold (Servan-Schreiber et al., 1990). Thus, our finding that allowing
gain to vary failed to afford any improvements in performance suggests
that the same may be true for varying thresholds in single-layer models.2

We next considered two-layer models in which decision (stimulus dis-
crimination) and response processes were segregated into separate layers.
This was motivated by the recognition that in the brain, the mechanisms
responsible for the decision process (e.g., stimulus discrimination in our
task) are rarely, if ever, co-localized with those responsible for response
execution. Here again we compared a fixed gain version of the model with
one in which the decision process could elicit a transient increase in gain
in both the decision and response layers. In contrast to the single-layer
model, we found that allowing a dynamic adjustment in gain afforded an
improvement in performance.

Specifically, we found that the best performance was achieved when the
decision layer could trigger a transient increase in gain once the threshold
in that layer had been reached. As we noted earlier, a properly parameter-
ized single-layer model can approximate optimal decision algorithms when
stimulus onset is not known, at least in limiting cases (i.e., the CUMSUM
test; see section 3.3). Thus, any additional processing in the response layer is
likely superfluous. This was evident in our results, which showed that even
when the parameters of the fixed gain version of two-layer model were
optimized, it performed substantially worse than the single-layer model

2We thank Angela Yu for calling this point to our attention.
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(see Figure 4). However, this can be ameliorated by allowing the system to
increase gain once the integration process in the decision layer has crossed
threshold. This has the effect of “binarizing” units in the response layer, di-
minishing any further integration in that layer and forcing a response based
on the current state of the decision layer. That is, the dynamic adjustment of
gain effectively collapses the two-layer mechanism to a single-layer mech-
anism once a decision has been reached, thereby recovering some of the ef-
ficiency of a single-layer model. Our findings validate this claim and show
that it generalizes over a variety of modeling assumptions (as described in
appendix A). Along these lines, it is worth noting that the threshold in the
first layer of the optimally parameterized two-layer model (with dynamic
gain) is close to the one in the optimally parameterized single-layer model
(with fixed gain).

When gain is held constant in our model, processing occurs on roughly
similar timescales in both of its layers. This reflects an assumption, discussed
in more detail below, that both model layers are capable of accumulating
their inputs over time (although they are not necessarily pure integrators,
i.e. implementing the DDM, depending on their gain levels). However,
alternative two-layer models are also possible in which the second layer
operates much differently, processing its inputs on much faster timescales
than the first and perhaps with little additional noise. In such cases, there
will be less superfluous processing in the second layer for the LC to amelio-
rate, and the dynamic gain mechanism will likely have substantially lesser
effect.

5.1 Relationship to Previous Studies. Our results are consistent with
the hypothesis that phasic LC responses may mediate dynamic adjustments
of gain. Previous studies have demonstrated that the effects of NE release
at both the physiological and behavioral levels can be modeled as a mod-
ulation of gain (e.g., Servan-Schreiber et al., 1990; Usher et al., 1999). Here
we have shown that when gain transients are optimized to increase re-
ward rate in the absence of stimulus timing information, the timing of such
transients is more tightly correlated with the timing of behavioral response
than stimulus onset. This agrees with empirical observations concerning
the response locking of LC phasic responses, as well as their relationship
to behavioral performance (Clayton et al., 2004; Bouret & Sara, 2004, 2005)
(although we emphasize again that the stimulus condition modeled here
cannot be directly compared with that of Clayton et al., 2004, in which sub-
jects could presumably infer stimulus timing from strong onset effects of
the cue itself).

Additionally, our results are related to the work of Dayan and Yu (2006).
These authors interpret phasic impulses of norepinephrine as representing
the probability that a target stimulus is present. Indeed, in our model gain
(and hence LC) transients are elicited only when sufficient evidence has
been accumulated that a specific task alternative is present, and hence may
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be viewed as a discrete analog of the graded LC responses in Dayan and Yu
(2006). The change in processing that follows LC transients in our model
is also related to the general concept of LC-driven network “interrupts” or
“resets” in Dayan and Yu (2006) and Bouret and Sara (2005).

Elsewhere, we have proposed that the adaptive regulation of gain by the
LC may serve as a temporal filter, facilitating responses to task-relevant in-
formation at the moment that such information is being actively represented
(Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005) and thereby improving performance. That
said, the improvements in performance that we observed for the dynamic
gain mechanism were modest and did not fully reach the near-optimal
levels achieved by single-layer models (see Figure 4). This might call into
question the value of such a mechanism relative to its implementational
“expense." However, this must be considered in the context of several other
observations and factors, which we now undertake.

5.2 Interpretation of Optimized Reward Rates. First, as shown in ap-
pendix A, the dynamic gain mechanism affords substantially greater im-
provements in performance when response thresholds are fixed at a high
level. Under these conditions, a two-layer model with dynamic gain ad-
justment can achieve a reward rate comparable to that of its single-layer
counterpart. At present, it is not known how response thresholds are im-
plemented in real neural architectures (see Simen, Cohen, & Holmes, 2006,
and Lo & Wang, 2006, for recently proposed models) and whether they are
adapted to specific tasks or remained fixed at a high level. Our findings sug-
gest that in either case, dynamic gain adjustment provides at least modest
benefits that become more valuable to the extent that response thresholds
assume high, “protective” values.

A second consideration is the overall complexity of the processing
network. We have considered the two simplest cases: single- and two-layer
models. The latter can be considered the simplest and most conservative
proxy for the effects of dynamics gain adjustment in more complex
networks. Such multilayer networks may arise because different tasks
require integration or discrimination of information of different types,
from different sources, and at different levels of analysis. For example, one
task may require a decision based on (and therefore accumulation of) infor-
mation about direction of motion. Another might require accumulation of
information about object identity, regardless of motion. And a third might
require combining different sources of information or levels of analysis
(e.g., separately identifying direction of motion and target location in the
experiment of Sato, Murthy, Thompson, & Schall, 2001). Thus, although
the decision process for a given task may be optimally implemented as a
single-layer network, the mechanisms responsible for actual performance
of a given task are likely implemented by different parts (“layers”) of the
system that may be embedded at different levels within the full neural
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architecture (Sato et al., 2001; Reddi, 2001; Schall, 2003), varying in the
degree to which they have direct access to response mechanisms.

It seems reasonable to assume that if additional layers of processing are
interposed between the decision and response layers, unnecessary integra-
tion at each of these intermediate layers will further degrade performance.
Thus, dynamic gain adjustment could become increasingly important as
the complexity of the processing system increases. However, it is worth
noting that the LC mechanism itself does not need to increase in complex-
ity to meet such demands, given its ability to effect rapid, widespread gain
modulation. The only demand is that the system be able to identify the
decision layer relevant to a given task, that this be able to optimally adapt
its decision threshold, and that threshold crossing in this layer drive the LC.
The first two of these are requirements for task performance, irrespective
of the involvement of LC (and are presumably subserved by mechanisms
responsible for cognitive control; cf. McClure, Gilzenrat, & Cohen, 2005b;
Simen et al., 2006). The last requirement—that the decision layer in a given
task be able to drive LC phasic responses—is an interesting and important
consideration. There are at least two ways in which this could occur. One is
through the effects of top-down control, and the other is learning. As just
noted, control mechanisms are required in any event to identify relevant
processing pathways for task execution, and thus may also serve to direct
the output of task-relevant decision layers to the LC. Such pathways may
also be subject to learning. The latter is the focus of recent modeling and
empirical work (McClure, Gilzenrat, & Cohen, 2005a).

Finally, even if we allow that dynamic gain adjustment provides only
modest increases in reward rate, the impact of such benefits may be
important in highly competitive environments (G. Aston-Jones, personal
communication to the authors, 2004). In such environments (e.g., when
resources are scarce), even small advantages, if they are consistent, can
be amplified and reinforced under selective evolutionary pressure. This
is particularly true if the necessary mechanisms can emerge from simple
modifications of existing, evolutionarily conserved mechanisms that serve
other functions. This is almost certainly the case for the LC-NE system,
which is a phylogentically old neural system. Elsewhere, we have proposed
that LC phasic responses may represent one function of a system that
is adapted more generally to regulate the balance between exploitation
and exploration—a fundamental challenge that confronts all behaving
organisms, from fungi to ant colonies (Watkinson et al., 2005; Pratt &
Sumpter, 2006; Cohen, McClure, & Yu, 2007).

6 Conclusion

Identifying and responding to noisy stimuli requires the relatively slow
accumulation of evidence to determine an outcome. However, once this
outcome is reached, additional layers of processing between decision and
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response areas may serve primarily to route the outcome to the appropriate
behavior. We have shown that an appropriately timed global gain transient
can streamline this process by sensitizing the pathway at the right time. This
transient potentiation of upstream processing areas serves to collapse the
additional layers of processing around the current state of the decision layer,
effectively recovering some of the performance advantages of an optimal,
single-layer architecture. Our findings provide a fuller formal understand-
ing of prior simulation results suggesting that LC-NE system implements
such a dynamic gain adjustment mechanism and lend further support to
the idea that this system may play an important role in optimizing decision
making in the brain.

Appendix A: Extensions to Other Constraints and Models

Here, we consider modifications to the decision model that affect the im-
plementation of noise, the range over which parameters may vary, and the
manner in which neural gain enters the governing equations. These leave
the main results mostly unchanged.

A.1 Fixed Response Thresholds. We examine an alternative model
with a fixed response threshold. This model implements the more con-
servative assumption that the response threshold h is not adjusted from
task to task, but rather remains fixed at some sufficiently high value as to
protect against premature crossing over a variety of task conditions (i.e.,
varying signal-to-noise ratios and stimulus magnitudes).3 To implement
this assumption, we fix h = 5, roughly two to three times typical threshold
values for near-optimal solutions for the case of equation 3.4 in which h
was allowed to vary freely.

For one-layer models with fixed response threshold h = 5, the optimal
performance for the dynamic gain model is RR = 0.306 sec−1, whereas for
the fixed gain model, it is RR = 0.281 sec−1. These values correspond to
83.7% and 73.0% of the dynamic range [RR f loor , RRceil ], respectively. Thus,
when the response threshold remains fixed, dynamic gain yields a perfor-
mance advantage for the one-layer model. This contrasts with the situation
for one-layer models with freely varying response thresholds, in which
dynamic gain did not improve performance.

For two-layer models with fixed response threshold h = 5, the highest
RR found with dynamic gain is RR = 0.299 sec−1. A maximal value of
RR = 0.247 sec−1 is achieved for the fixed gain implementation; these
values correspond to 58.4% and 80.7% of the dynamic range. Thus,
dynamic gain modulation allows expected rewards to be enhanced by
22% over any fixed task interval. Furthermore, note that the RR value

3We thank Josh Gold for this suggestion.
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0.299 sec−1 obtained here with fixed response threshold and dynamic gain
matches that obtained above for the case of equation 3.4, which allowed
h to vary freely. Thus, the two-layer model equipped with a dynamic gain
mechanism can maintain similarly high levels of performance regardless of
whether response thresholds are fixed, while fixing the response thresholds
compromises performance when gain is constant.

A.2 Stimulus-Dependent Noise. Thus far, we have considered only
models in which noise levels remain constant before and after stimulus
presentation, attaining the signal-to-noise ratio ā/c (given by our standard
parameter set) at time td . Here, we consider the effectiveness of dynamic
gain mechanisms in a case where noise varies with stimulus strength.
Specifically, we set c = 1

4 ∗ 1√
2

for t < td and c = 1√
2

for t ≥ td . The factor of
1
4 is an arbitrary value chosen to illustrate a representative example.

The optimal reward rate obtained for the two-layer model with dynamic
gain is RR = 0.361 sec−1. For comparison, a maximum of RR = 0.311 sec−1

was obtained for the analogous two-layer model with fixed gain. Fol-
lowing numerical optimization with stimulus-dependent noise, we find
RRCUSU M = 0.435 sec−1. Therefore, using the same lower bound as before,
dynamic gain yields an improvement of 15% in the dynamic range of avail-
able reward. We conclude that the dynamic gain mechanism continues to
afford significant improvements in reward rate in the presence of stimulus-
dependent noise.

A.3 Another Model for Neural Integrators. Here we consider the
robustness of our findings to assumptions about the neural integration
process. Specifically, we consider the following leaky integrator model of
the decision task (McClelland, 1979; Usher & McClelland, 2001):

Layer 1

τ
dx1

dt
=−x1 − β fg(t)(x2) + a1(t) + c(t)√

2

√
τη1(t) (A.1)

τ
dx2

dt
=−x2 − β fg(t)(x1) + a2(t) + c(t)√

2

√
τη2(t) (A.2)

Layer 2

τ
dv1

dt
=−v1 − β fg(t)(v2) + w fg(t)(x1) + c(t)√

2

√
τη3(t) (A.3)

τ
dv2

dt
=−v2 − β fg(t)(v1) + w fg(t)(x2) + c(t)√

2

√
τη4(t), (A.4)
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where the state variables xj (t) and v j (t) denote the mean input currents
to cell bodies of the j th neural unit in the decision and response layers,
respectively. The integration implicit in the differential equations represents
temporal summation of dendritic synaptic inputs (Grossberg, 1988, and
references therein). Unit firing rates are given by fg(t)(xj (t)). The other
terms are as for equations 2.1–2.2 and 2.5–2.6. The main difference between
the present model, equations A.1–A.4, and the model equations 2.1–2.2
and 2.5–2.6, studied in earlier sections, is whether all of the deterministic
inputs, or just the activity of the opposing unit, appear inside the function
fg(t)(·). (See Brown et al., 2005, and cf. Grossberg, 1988, for more on the
relationship between these models).

Equations for the differences x = x1 − x2 and v = v1 − v2 may be derived,
as in section 2, via linearization of the activation functions fg(t)(·). After
eliminating β and w exactly as in appendix B, these equations are

τ
dx
dt

=−x + gxx + a + c
√

τη2(t) (A.5)

τ
dv

dt
=−v + gvv + gxx + c

√
τη1(t). (A.6)

As above, we study only differences in firing rates. Following linearization
in the second layer, fg(t)(v1) − fg(t)(v2) = g(t)v, and it is this quantity that
we require to exceed one of the thresholds ±h for a response to occur (and
similarly for g(t)x and the triggering of LC response and concomitant gain
increases following crossing of thresholds ±hg). Thus, gain transients have
two effects: (1) with respect to the variables (x, v), the effective thresholds are
adjusted, and (2) the linear terms in equations A.5 and A.6 are themselves
changed.

In order to assess the extent to which dynamic gain strategies can im-
prove performance in the reduced model A.5–A.6 and its single-layer ana-
log, we define reward rate optimization problems corresponding to those
of section 3. That is, for the one-layer dynamic gain model, we optimize
RR over free parameters g pre

x and g post
x and the thresholds hg and h. For the

corresponding one-layer model with fixed gain, we optimize RR over free
parameters gconst

x and the response threshold h. For the two-layer dynamic
gain model, we optimize RR produced by equations A.5–A.6 over the gain
parameters (g pre

x , g pre
v ,�g) and over the thresholds (hg and h). Finally, for

the two-layer fixed gain model, RR is optimized over gconst
x , gconst

v , and h.
The results are as follows. First, note that using coordinate transforma-

tions and rescalings similar to those in appendix B, it may be shown that
the fixed gain reward rate optimization problem for the leaky accumulator
model, A.5–A.6, is actually equivalent to its analog for the firing rate
model, equations 2.7–2.8. Therefore, it is not surprising that numerical
optimization with the SUBPLEX algorithm yields RR = 0.337 sec−1 for the
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single-layer model and RR = 0.267 sec−1 for the two-layer model, exactly
as for the firing rate model in section 4.

For the dynamic gain problem, the same value of RR = 0.337 sec−1 is
again obtained for the single-layer model, equations A.5, as with fixed gain.
Thus, we find once again that dynamic gain does not yield a performance
advantage for the one-layer decision model. For the two-layer model with
dynamic gain, we obtain RR = 0.316 sec−1. This value of RR is slightly
higher than the one obtained for the firing rate model, equations 2.9–2.10,
a finding attributable to the twin effects of �g mentioned above for the
present model.

The main implication of the results described in this appendix is that the
qualitative effects of the dynamic gain mechanism do not depend critically
on the details of how gain enters into the model equations. Thus, even
though we do not yet have a precise biophysical model of how NE release
produces gain modulation, our findings suggest that this modulation will
lead to improved performance under relatively general conditions.

Appendix B: Parameters in Decision Models and Generality
of Optimization Results

Here, we discuss the role of parameters in the decision models. In particu-
lar, we identify two parameters (β and k) whose values are inconsequential
to the optimization problems. That is, the models would produce the same
optimal reward rates regardless of the value of these parameters, an obser-
vation that eliminates the need to specify their value and extends the gen-
erality of our results. We also discuss the choice we make for the parameter
w and how the models would change if another choice had been made.

We start with the two-layer model, equations 2.7–2.8. First, we show
that the scale factor k (which sets the absolute magnitude of stimulus and
noise inputs) may be eliminated by rescaling thresholds h and hg . Dividing
equations 2.7 and 2.8 through by k and defining ŷ = y/k, ŷ = z/k, we obtain

τ
dẑ
dt

= −ẑ + gzβ ẑ + wgz ŷ + gzc
√

τη1(t) (B.1)

τ
d ŷ
dt

= −ŷ + gyβ ŷ + gya + gyc
√

τη2(t). (B.2)

After scaling thresholds h and hg by the (positive) factor 1/k (match-
ing the scaling of y), we obtain exactly the same threshold crossings for
equtions B.1–B.2 as for the original equations 2.7–2.8. Furthermore, since
thresholds are free parameters in the optimization problems we consider,
we have lost no generality in eliminating the parameter k.

We additionally note that dividing equations B.1–B.2 by c and rescaling
ŷ, ẑ (and the associated thresholds) by 1/c would demonstrate that only
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the signal-to-noise ratio ∼a/c affects optimal reward rates, not the absolute
values of these parameters.

Next, making the definitions g̃y = βgy, g̃z = βgz, ỹ = β ŷ, and z̃ = β ẑ, and
multiplying both equations by β, we get

τ
dz̃
dt

=−z̃ + g̃zz̃ + w

β
g̃z ỹ + g̃zc

√
τη1(t) (B.3)

τ
d ỹ
dt

=−ỹ + g̃y ỹ + g̃ya + g̃yc
√

τη2(t). (B.4)

Recall that the parameters g̃y, g̃z can take arbitrary (positive) values in the
optimization schemes, so that rescaling by the constant β̃ has no effect on
the optimization problem. Rescaling thresholds h̃, h̃g again and applying
the fact that they are free variables under optimization, we see that the
system of equations B.3–B.4 also produces the identical optimal error rates
as the original equations 2.7–2.8.

Finally, we multiply equation B.4 by β

w
and rescale z again, setting z′ =

β

w
z̃. This gives the equations

τ
dz′

dt
=−z′ + g̃zz′ + g̃z ỹ + g̃z

β

w
c
√

τη1(t) (B.5)

τ
d ỹ
dt

=−ỹ + g̃y ỹ + g̃ya + g̃yc
√

τη2(t), (B.6)

which are again equivalent to the former equations when optimized.
Equation B.5 clarifies the role of the ratio β

w
, which determines the noise

strength in the second layer relative to the first. We make the choice w = β

for parsimony, making the noise strengths in the two layers equal. This
yields equations 2.9–2.10.

Finally, we note that the same arguments above, if applied to the single-
layer model of equation 2.3, yield the simplified model, equation 2.4.
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